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When a person learns a second language, he encounters unfamiliar 
sounds. Since second language learning involves the discrimination of 
the phonemes within a target language, a person has to distinguish all 
the significant speech sounds in the target language to acquire 
fluency, particularly in the aural-oral phase. A person who can 
discriminate all the significant speech sounds in a second language 
may have little difficulty in learning and may thus learn more quickly 
than a person who cannot hear or produce contrasting sounds 
(Finocchiaro, 1983). 
For Korean speakers to acquire fluency in English, they must 
learn to discriminate among the phonemes of English and to 
differentiate between the distinctive phonetic features of Korean and 
those of English. Since it is important for ESL teachers to know 
sounds difficult for their students to discriminate accurately, this 
thesis is designed to provide English teachers of Korean students with 
useful information on the problems which Koreans may encounter in 
learning to discriminate English sounds aurally or orally. 
People learning a foreign language may have difficulties because 
of the differences between the systems of the native language and 
those of the target language. Learning problems arising from the 
differences between the learner's native language and the target 
1 
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language have led to the development of a technique called contrastive 
analysis, which has been advocated as a means of predicting the 
difficulties in learning a second language (Fries, 1945; Lado, 1957). 
Lado (1957) believes that a systematic comparison of the. native 
language with the target language at all levels of structure--
phonological, syntactic, and lexical--will predict areas of difficulty 
in the target language which the learners will have in learning a 
second language. He also believes that the .structures of the target 
language that were similar to those of the learner's native language 
would be easy to learn while the structures of the target language 
that were different from those of the learner's native language would 
be difficult to learn. 
In spite of its popularity during the late 1950's and the early 
1960's, the predictive power of contrastive analysis has been 
seriously questioned. Briere et al. (1968) and Taylor (1975) found 
that contrastive analysis did not predict errors with one hundred 
percent accuracy and that students frequently had no great difficulty 
in learning some structures which contrastive analysis predicted would 
be difficult. Although advocates of contrastive analysis believed 
that the primary cause of errors in second language learning was 
interference from the learner's native language, Duskova (1969) found 
that interference from the learner • s mother tongue did not account for 
a large number of errors. 
Although contrastive analysis did not predict a large portion of 
errors, the pr'edictions of contrastive analysis were by and large 
correct at the phon o 1 o g i c a 1 1 e v e 1 ( P at n a i k , 19 7 8 ) • M a r i anne 
Celce-Murica (1976) also states that the results of contrastive 
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analysis are more reliable on the phonological level than on the 
syntactic or lexical level. As Jacquelyn Schachter (1974) observes, 
at the syntactic level choices are available to the learner when he 
tries to perform in the target language whereas there are hardly any 
such choices available to him at the phonological level. Therefore, 
whereas a learner could successfully avoid using the syntactic 
patterns that he did not know well, he could not, in a very large 
number of situations, avoid using the sound-segments or sound-patterns 
while performing in the target language. Hughes (1980) believes that 
although the comparison of whole languages in order to identify 
particular points of difficulty is hardly a practical enterprise, a 
comparison of two complete phonological systems might be possible. As 
a result, it is my belief that when a learner of a second language is 
confronted with a phonological system that is quite different from the 
phonogical system of his native language, errors in the target 
1 an g u age are expected in the areas of differences. Since differences 
can consist of speech sounds in the target language that are absent 
from the learner•s native language, or of similar sounds that are 
distributed differently in the learner•s native language or do not 
have exactly the same distinctive features in common, we can predict 
the problem sounds that the second language learners will have by 
comparing the sound systems of the native language and those of the 
target language. 
Based on the technique of contrastive analysis, I first analyzed 
the sound systems of Korean and Eng 1 ish and then compared and 
contrasted the sound systems to discover points of difference which 
wi 11 be noted as possible sources of difficulty in aural or oral 
4 
discrimination. After listing phonemes which exist both in Korean and 
in English, I have also listed English phonemes which do not appear in 
Korean. As a last step in contrasting the two languages, I have 
predicted problem sounds and non-problem sounds in English for Korean 
speakers. To determine whether the predicted problem sounds actually 
pose a problem for Koreans in their aura] and oral English language 
~- ( ~ .. _ -·-- -· -· .----- -----·- -----
use, I conducted both an auditory disc_rjmjnation test and a 
-- ·-·----·---··--- ·-----------
pronun_cjation test. After collecting and classifying the Korean 
speakers • actual aural and oral errors on the two tests, I conducted 
an error analysis because we can describe and explain systematically 
errors made by learners of a foreign language by error analysis. Both 
contrastive analysis and error analysis provide considerable insight 
into Korean speakers• sound discrimination problems. 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS OF THE PHONEMES IN KOREAN 
AND ENGLISH 
Since contrastive analysis involves description, comparison, and 
prediction, in this chapter I have analyzed the sound systems of 
Korean and English to compare the two languages. In analyzing the 
sound systems of the languages, I have limited my work to the 
--·--.<-' 
s ~91!1-~D_t~l .... fe.,at.uP-es • S ~_e_!'a_s_~_giTJ~n t a 1 features such as _ intgn a~ i_o_~, 
s-~-~s s, and __ to_ne hav_~_~gt __ j:!ge..n.cons tdered. Since there have been many 
studies about the sound systems of English, I have mainly analyzed the 
·sound systems of Korean in this chapter. Although most of my analysis 
of the phonemes in Korean is based on the work of Heo (1983), I have 
developed rules for Korean allophones, assimilation in Korean, and /n/ 
insertion in Korean based on his work. Since many errors come from 
the influence of the phonological systems of the learner•s native 
language, when he or she is confronted with the phonological systems 
of the target language, I have developed those rules in detail. 
Korean Phonemic System 
There are 19 consonants, 10 vowels, 2 semivowels, and 12 
diphthongs in the Korean phonemic system. An outline of the Korean 
phon~rnic::_sysJ_e_m_would appear as follows: 
...:---- -:_::_ ' ..__,_,, ".. -
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a. Consonants: /p t t.f k/ 
/p* t* 1f* k* I 
/ph th tfh kh/ 
Is h/ 
/m n ~ 
Ill 
6 
Consonants marked by an* are strong sounds which require tension 




/t. y -i- V/ 
/e ¢ a of 
IE e) 
/j w/ 
/je ja Jv/ 





For detail, see the phonemic chart of the Korean Consonants 
(Figure 1) and Vowels (Figure 2) at the end of this chapter. 
Rules for Korean Allophones 
1. /p/ --~ [p]/# __ 
--~ [b]/[+voice] [+voice] 
--t [p=]r :J 
For ex amp 1 e: 
[p] [Ptfl J fire; [p:t] rain; [pol J cheek 
[b] [ko:mbo] a pockmarked person; [tr:lbo] crybaby 
[P~tO a married couple 
[p=J [p~p=J boiled rice; [!p=k*va entrance 
[mqlgyp=] a horse•s hoof 
2. /t/ --~ [t]/# __ 
--~ [d]/[+voice]/ __ [+voice] 
--~ [t=]r : J 
For example: 
• [t] [tal] stone; [tql] moon; [t+:l] field 
[d] [kwqdo] a fruit knife; [s£~do] cadet 
[po:dqp=J reward 
[t=J [nat=] scythe; [ot=k*~m] cloth 
[put= J yard 
3. Jtj 1 --~ ctjJI# __ 
--~ [djJ/[ +voice] __ [, +voice] 
For example: 
[tJJ [tJct5tr3 frequently; C:Jcd~ freedom 
[ tJt: sqn J property 
CcJ_JJ [pqd_:).xJ trousers; [kqm<5qJ potato 
[kqdJtJ branch 
4. /k/ --~ [k]/# __ 
--~ [g]/[+voice] __ [+voice] 





[k] [k:tl] road; [ kam] persimmon; [ kvl J oyster 
[g] [q g:.t:] baby; [kogz] meat; [k~mgxJ influenza 
[k=] [kt\k=t*o] angle; [mqk=J curtain 
[PG\k=J gourd 
/n/ __ , fpJ/{ [I] J 
__ [j] 
--~ [n]/ {vowels except [~], [j]} 
For example: 
cpJ [t*aptmJ daughter; [m~:plm] madam 
[mo:pjaJ mother and daughter 
[n] [nq] l; [n~J you; [no] oar; [n~g~~ who 
[n+lJ always; [n+k=t*eJ wolf 
[~l :nd3:rJ quarters 
Is! --~ 0]/~_CYJ ~ 
l __ [LfJ J 
--~ [}CJ~l __ [IJ 1 
[' J ) --J 
--? [s]/~ __ [w] 
{ __ vowels except c'f'J, [~], [I], and [j]} 
For example: 
g'Y p=t*ctJ (be) easy 
9'ii: J readily 
CY,I= 1 J thread 





(s] [sa:r~m] human; [sa:nse9J teacher 
f 
[so] cow; [s~=J forest; [seg+m] tax 
[st] bird; [s+~~zn] promotion 
[s~gcgx] beef; [swedo] rush 
/1 I --~ [r]/V __ . V 
--~ [fi]/~' (f\J [l] j 
l [(\] [j] 
[h] is always geminate in this environment. 
--~ c l Jfv __ : 
[ 1 J. __ vowe 1 s except [l], 
[1] is always geminate in the last environment. 
For example: 
[r] Grr~ we; (tqr~J bridge; [kQrta powder 
[~] [ta~~lrla] run; [tahhjak=] calendar 
[1] [tQl] moon; [kt\lt*E] reed; [nrilge] wing 
[tqlgj;n] foresight; [tqllE] wild garlic 
[m~llo] the final fate; [ktrllf] bridle 
/w/ --~ cyJ.,__/ -~l] 
--~ [wJ.~f ____ {monophthongs except [I]} 
For example: 
[~] [yi] the above part; [yxs~~] sanitation 
[~xmt~] consolation; cy~g+p=] emergency 
[w] [WQngo] obstinacy; [wEgqr~] heron 
[w~gq] one's mother's maiden name 
/;}/ --~ [.l]/ __ [ +length] · 
--"}> [A]/ __ [- length] 
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For ex amp 1 e: 
[&] [k<l:r:.c] street; [a:m.I.] suffix 
[j~:ngi] smoke; [kwa:n] recommendation 
[A] [kl\ r..:r] distance; [t\m:J:] mother 
[jAngz] acting; [k~~nJ authority 
Rules for Assimilation in Korean 
1. [n] --)' [ 1 ]/ __ [ 1 J 
For ex amp 1 e: 
!tJhd:n#lJ:/ a long distance --:t [1'hJ:ll::t] 
2. [l]--~[n]1[m] J~ 
ley __ 
For example: 
/~m#lo/ nectar --) [k~mno] 
/tjir~#ljJk=/ gravity --- [~~jnjak~ 




/p£k#lo/ white dew --~ [pEkno] --~ [PE~no] 
/p:It#ljc._y loan --f [p:rtnjuJJ --7 [p:rnnjujl 
/qp#ljJk7 pressure --7 [qpnj;Jk;J __ _, [(lmnjak~ 
4. CpJ --~ cmJ/r __ cnJ J 
l __ [m] 
[t] --~ [n]t [nl j 
\ __ [m] 
10 
[k] --~ [~JI~· __ [n] ( 
l __ [mJJ 
For example: 
lj~ p#n+nd<\l slaughter --7' [ :.F.\mn+ndc\] 
lpqp#mAkt*Q/ to eat boiled rice --~ [~mmAkt*q] 
IPC\t#n+ndqj receive --~ [Pctnn+ndq] 
lmqt#mjan+r~l the eldest daughter-in-law--+ [mt,nmjJn+r~J 
lm:3k#n+ndc-.l to eat --~ [m;;.~n+ndct] 
lk-yk#mul/ soup --- [kcr~m<il J 
Note: Rule 3 precedes Rule 4 
~- --~ [nJk [p] 
[t] 
Rules for [n] Insertion in Korean 
I 
[ k J #:---ll#5 [! J ( 
[m] l [j] J 
I [n] , 
~ I 
\ [~] / 
For example: 
1. t9':r pi house + l;r.: l I work --;,. l~.l: pz: l I house work 
11"l'pl:ll housework a.[~xpnl:l] b.[tJimn:t:lJ 
a. application of rule for [n] insertion 
b. application of Rule 4 for assimilation 
2. lp~tl field + lz:ll work --~ lpat~:ll field work 
lpatL:ll fieldwork a.[p~tn:1:l] b.[p~nnx:l] 
a. application for rule for [n] insertion 
b. application of Rule 4 for assimilation 
1 l 
3. /mqk/ rough + /I:l/ work --~ /mqk~:l/ rough work 
/mG.kl:l/ rough work a.[mqkn:t:l] b.[mo.,]n:r:l] 
a. application of rule for [n] insertion 
b. application of Rule 4 for assimilation 
4. /n(\m/ man + I ja I woman --~ /nctmja I man and woman 
/n1.1mja/ man and woman--t[nqmnja] 
5. ltjnl small + /:r:l/ work--)'/~~\nr:l/ small work 
1-:Jo.ni:l/ small work --7 [1ctnn:t:l] 
6. /s€~/ raw + /JiTk/ meat---~/sE~Jt:k/ raw meat 
/sfj~k/ raw meat --~ [sEjnjukj 
English Phonemic System 
12 
There are 22 consonants, 12 vowels, 2 semivowels, and 6 diphthongs 
in the English phonemic system. An outline of the English phonemic 
system would appear as follows: 
a. Consonants: /p t k/ 
b. Vowe 1 s: 
/b d g/ 
~~·; 
/~/ 
/f e s J h/ 
/v 1J z 31 
/m n ~/ 
/1/ 
/r/ 
/i :r u u-1 
/e E a /\ of 
/()€. C\ Jf 
c. Semivowels: /j w/ 
d. Diphthongs: /e-x. a·:;:. J.t./ 
I j7v- a{)- o1f/ 
13 
For detail, see the phonemic chart of the English Consonants 
(Figure 3) and Vowels (Figure 4) at the end of this chapter. 
Place of Articulation 
Pal a to-
Manner of Articulation Bilabial Alveolar Alveolar Velar 
Voiceless slightly aspirated lax p t k 
Stops Voiceless strongly aspirated tense ph th kh 
Voiceless unaspirated tense p* t* k* 
Voiceless slightly aspirated lax tf_ 
Affricates Voiceless strongly as~irated tense !J"h 
Voiceless unaspirated tense tJ* 
Voiceless s 
Fricatives s* Voiceless tense 
Nasal m n ~ 
Resonants 1 Lateral I ---- ------ --- ----- ----- ---- -- ------ -
*Refers to stronQ sound which reouires tension of the glottis 






























Place of Anticulat· . - .. 
labio- Plato- Alveo-
Manner of Articulation Bilabial Dental Dental Alveolar Alveolar Palatal 
Voiceless p t 




Voiceless f tT s J 
Fricatives 
1 J Voiced v z 
1 
Latera 1 Voiced 
Nasals Voiced m n 
Medians Voiced r 
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CHAPTER II I 
COMPARISON OF PHONEMES BETWEEN KOREAN AND ENGLISH 
Consonants and Vowels, Including Some Allophones 
in Korean Which are Similar to or the Same as 
Those of English Counterparts 
1. The phoneme /p/, as in /pvl/ fire in Korean, has a phonetic 
value similar to /p/ in 11 peo..e.le 11 in English. 
2. [b], an allophone of Korean /p/, as in [pqbo] idiot, has a 
phonetic value similar to /b/ as in 11E_UY 11 in English, but the degree 
of voicing is considered to be weak compared with that of English /b/. 
3. [p=], an allophone of Korean /p/, as in [pQp=] boiled rice, 
h a s t h e same phone t i c val u e as I pI as in 11 p o £_11 or 11 a .e_ t 11 i n 
English. 
4. The phoneme /ph/, as in /ph·v-1/ grass in Korean, has a 
phonetic value similar to /p/ as in 11£_ie 11 in English, but the degree 
of aspiration for /ph/ in Korean is said to be heavier than that of 
/p/ in English. 
5. The phoneme /t/, as in /tql/ moon in Korean, has a phonetic 
value similar to /t/ as in 11 bottle" in English. 
6. [d], an allophone of Korean /t/, as in [phqdc] wave, has a 
phonetic value similar to /d/ as in 11 ioWn 11 in English, but the 




7. [t=], an allophone of Korean /t/, as in [n"t=J scythe, has 
the same phonetic value as /t/ as in 11 no!_11 in English. 
8. The phoneme /th/, as in /thQl/ mask in Korean, has a 
phonetic value similar to /t/ as in 11 .!_ask 11 in English, but the 
degree of aspiration for /th/ in Korean is considered to be heavier 
than that of /th/ in English. 
9. The phoneme /k/, as in /ku .. ~/ river in Korean, has a phonetic 
value similar to /k/ as in 11 Sa£rifice 11 in English. 
10. [g], an allophone of Korean /k/, as in [c~g.t] baby has a 
phonetic value similar to /g/ as in 11 .9_00d 11 in English, but the 
degree of voicing is weak compared with that of English /g/. 
11. [k=], an allophone of Korean /k/, as in [PGlk=J gourd, has 
the same phonetic value as /k/ as in 11 boo~·· or 11 a£t 11 in English. 
12. The phoneme /kh/, as in /kho/ nose in Korean, has a phonetic 
value similar to /k/ as in ~~~ing 11 in English, but the degree of 
aspiration for /kh/ in Korean is considered to be heavier than that of 
/kh/ in English. 
13. The phoneme /s/, as in /sara.~/ love in Korean, has a 
phonetic value similar to /s/ as in 11~peak 11 in English. 
14. [J], an allophone of Korean /s/, as in 9:fp=t*q] (be) easy 
has a phonetic value similar to ;j/ as in ~~~e 11 in English. 
15. The phoneme !tJ!, as in ;~'aj1!"'/ freedom in Korean, has a 
phonetic value similar to !~'! as in ~~~arge 11 in English. 
16. [dJ], an allophone of Korean !:J'!, as in [kc\mdjqJ potato in 
Korean, has a phonetic value similar to ldjl as in 11_j_udge" in 
English. 
20 
17. The phoneme /m/, as in /mc1l/ horse in Korean, has exactly 
the same phonetic value as /m/ as in ~~~other 11 in English. 
18. The phoneme /n/, as in /nql/day in Korean, has exactly the 
same phonetic value as /n/ as in 11 .!!_0W 11 in English. 
19. The phoneme /'/, as in /pja :_:)/ sickness in Korean, has 
exactly the same phonetic value as 1')1 as in 11 Sing_11 in English. 
20. The phoneme /1/, as in /nctlgE/ wing in Korean, has the same 
phonetic value as /1/ as in 11 lick 11 in English. 
21. [r], an allophone of Korean /1/, as in [1rri] we, has the 
same phonetic value as /r/ as in 11 rye 11 in English. 
' -
22. The phoneme /h/, as in /han+l/ sky in Korean, has exactly 
the same phonetic value as /h/ as in 11!!_ill 11 in English. 
23. The phoneme /I./, as in /kil/ road in Korean, has a phonetic 
value similar to /II as in 11 hj_t 11 in English. 
24. The phoneme ;e;, as in /ne/ yes in Korean, has a phonetic 
value similar to /e/ as in 11 bait 11 in English. 
25. The phoneme IE/, as in /k*EdCI/ break in Korean, has a 
phonetic value similar to /E./as in 11 b~_t 11 in English. 
26. The phoneme Ia/, as in /ka:r:r./ distance in Korean, has a 
phonetic value similar to Ia! as in 11 about 11 in English, but the 
length of Korean /'d/ is considered to be longer than that of English 
/:1/. 
27. L>\], an allophone of Korean/;;/, as in [1\m.rJ mother has a 
phonetic value similar to II\/ as in 11 b~tt 11 in English. 
28. The phoneme lvl, as in /n-11-n/ eye in Korean, has a phonetic 
value similar to IV/ as in 11 foot 11 in English. 
29. The phoneme /o/, as in /mz,r·lk*ogx/ fish in Korean, has a 
phonetic value similar to /o/ as in 11 boat 11 in English. 
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30. The phoneme lwl, as in lwo.ngol obstinacy in Korean, has a 
phonetic value similar to lwl as in "!ant" in English. 
31. The phoneme ljl, as in lja!JI sheep in Korean, has a phonetic 
value similar to ljl as in n,l_es" in English. 
English Phonemes Which do not Exist in Korean 
1. I f I , v o i c e 1 e s s 1 a b i o - d e n t a 1 f r i c a t i v e c o n s o n a n t , as in 
"fat." 
2. lvl, voiced labio-dental fricative consonant, as in 11 vane." 
3. lfll' voiceless dental fricative consonant, as in "thing." 
4. 111, voiced dental fricative consonant, as in "then. 11 
5. lzl, voiced alveolar fricate consonant, as in "zoo." 
6. IJI, voiced palata-alveolar fricative consonant, as in 
"vision." 
7. liJ'e/, low front unrounded tense vowel, as in "~pple." 
8. I'JI, low back rounded tense vowel, as in 11 Caught." 
9. Iii, high front unrounded tense vowel, as in 11 feel." 
10. lui, high back rounded tense vowel, as in "food." 
CHAPTER IV 
PREDICTION OF PROBLEMS IN ENGLISH PHONEMES 
FOR KOREAN SPEAKERS 
Introduction 
In Chapter II and III I have analyzed the phonemes in Korean and 
English, and compared the sound systems of two languages. Based on 
the analysis and comparison of phonemes between Korean and English, I 
wi 11 in this chapter predict possible problem sounds in English for 
Korean speakers to discriminate. 
Voiceless Stops 
Voiceless stops /p/, /t/, and /k/ exist in both languages. 
Korean has voiceless slightly aspirated stops in word initial 
position, as in /pv·l/ fire, /t'-'1/ moon, and /ki..l/ road. 
Voiceless stops become voiced stops between voiced sounds, as in 
[p(;bt-J a married couple, [kwudo] a fruit knife, and [qg.x] baby. 
Voiceless stops are unreleased in word final position, as in [mqlgt-iJ=] 
a horse•s hoof, [pQt=] yard, and [p~k=J gourd. On the other 
hand, voiceless stops in English are aspirated when they are syllable 
initial, as in 11 .E._ass 11 , 11 .!_ask 11 , and ~~~ing 11 , but they are 
unaspirated after /s/ at the beginning of a syllable, as in 11 SE_eak 11 , 




English voiceless stops and Korean voiceless stops in word initial 
position are different, Korean speakers do not seem to have problems 
in producing aspirated English lp/, It/, and /k/ in wo~d initial 
position because of the fact that Korean speakers tend to transfer 
strongly aspirated Korean obstruents for voiceless English obstruents 
(Chu, 1979). Because of the influence of this tendency, Koreans are 
expected to have strongly aspirated lp/, It/, and lk/ even where they 
should not be aspirated, for example, even after /s/ as in 11 S~eak 11 , 
Voiced Stops 
Voiced stops lb/, /d/, and lg/ can be found in both languages, 
but they occur differently in Korean and English. For ex
1
amp 1 e, in 
I 
Korean, [ b], an allophone of Korean /p/, [d], an allophone of Korean 
I It/, and [g], an allophone of Korean /k/, occur only between voiced 
sounds as in [pv-bv-J a married couple, [st:~do] cadet, and [kog.:t] 
meat, whereas in English voiced stops occur in word initial, medial, 
or final position. Koreans will not have trouble with word medial 
voiced stops in English, which occur between voiced sou~ds as in 
11 num.!?_er 11 , 11 ra~io 11 , and 11 sug_ar. 11 Since voiced stops do not occur 
in word initial or final position in Korean, Koreans will find word 
initial or final voiced stops hard to hear and pronounce. Because 
Korean has very slightly aspirated /p/, /t/, and /k/ in word initial 
position, Koreans are predicted to substitute Korean /p/, /t/, lk/ for 
word initial English /b/, /d/, and /g/ respectively. Because Korean 
has u n r e 1 eased I pI , It I , and I k I i n word f i n a l position , it is 
expected that Koreans will substitute Korean /p=/, /t=l, and lk=/ for 
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word final English /b/, /d/, /g/ respectively. In both cas~s, Korean 
i 
speakers are expected to pronounce voiced English stops without 
voicing because of the influence of voiceless Korean /p/, /t/, and /k/ 
or /p=/, /t=/ and /k=/. Sometimes Koreans tend to transfer Korean 
/p*/, /t*/ and /k*/, which are voiceless unaspirated tense stops for 
word initial English /b/, /d/ and /g/ respectively. Thus, they will 
pronounce /p*E.k=/ for 11 .!>_ag 11 ' /t*a1J11/ for 11~0Wn 11 , and /k:C01it/ for 
11..9_0al. 11 
Nasa 1 s 
Nasals /rn/, /n/, and/~/ exist in both languages and occur in the 
same places in both languages. Since these sounds have the same 
phonetic value in both languages and occur in English syllables in the 
same places as in Korean syllables, Korean speakers are predicted not 
to have any problem in hearing and pronouncing these sounds. 
Voiceless and Voiced Labio-Dental Fricatives 
Both /f/, voiceless labio-dental fricative, and /v/, voiced 
labio-dental fricative, do not exist in Korean. Because of the 
absence of these sounds, Korean speakers are predicted to have 
problems in hearing and producing the two sounds. In hearing /f/ and 
/v/, Koreans will confuse /f/ with /p/, and /v/ vJith /b/ because of 
the absence of an /f/ vs. /p/ and /v/ vs. /b/ distinction in Korean. 
It is predicted that Korean learrH~rs 1.vill have difficulty in 
discriminating between 11 ..f_eel 11 and 11 .E_eel 11 , 11 VOte 11 and. 11 .!>_oat 11 , 
and so on, when they listen to these words. On the other hand, in 
their pronunciation of /f/, Korean speakers sometimes transfer 
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strongly aspirated Korean /ph/ for English /f/ because they think that 
Korean /ph/ is the closest to English /f/. As a consequence, they 
will often pronounce /ph~n/ for 
and /na1ph/ for 11 knife. 11 
11 fine 11 - ' /khophZ/ for 
11 Coffee 11 , 
In producing /v/, Korean speakers are expected to transfer Korean 
/p/ for word initial English /v/ because they feel that Korean /p/ is 
the c 1 o s est to Eng 1 i s h I vI in word in it i a 1 pas it ion. They will 
pronounce /p n/ for ~~~an 11 • Note that Korean /p/ is not so much 
aspirated as English /p/ in word initial position. For medial English 
/v/, Koreans tend to use [b], an allophone of Korean /p/ because they 
think that /b/ is the closest to English /v/ medially. For word final 
If! or /v/, Korean speakers sometimes tend to add a vowel. For 
example, they will pronounce /,:tph..f./ for 11 i.f_11 , and /pha:tb+; for 
11 five. 11 
Because Korean words do not end with fricatives, and do not have 
word final consonant clusters, Korean speakers will tend to add vowels 
after the fricatives at the word final position or between consonants 
in clusters. For details, see Chapter V. 
Voiceless and Voiced Dental Fricatives 
Both lfrl, voiceless dental fricative, and/~/, voiced dental 
fricative, do not exist in Korean. Since these sounds do not appear 
in Korean, Koreans are predicted to have problems in hearing and 
pronouncing them. In hearing/~/ and/~/, Koreans will confuse lfJI 
with /s/, and/~/ with /d/ because /s/ and /d/ more closely 
approximate ;e; and /~/ respectively, than do any other Korean sounds. 
Koreans will have difficulty in discriminating between 11 thick 11 and 
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~~~ick, 11 11 they 11 and ~~~ay, .. and so on when they listen to these 
words. In producing lfJI, Koreans tend to transfer Korean /s/, /s*/, 
which is voiceless tense alveolar fricative, or /t/ for English /fJ/. 
Thus Koreans are expected to say /sri/, /s*ri/, or /tri/ for 
11 three 11 , but usually tend to transfer Korean /s*/ for word initial 
English 1ft!, Korean /s/ for medial English /fr"/, and Korean /s/ and 
additional vowel for word final English /fj/. As a result, Koreans 
will pronounce /s*I~/ for 11 thing 11 , /bjsde.I/ for 11 birthday 11 , and 
/s*a~ .. s+; for 11 South. 11 On the other hand, in producing llJ!, Korean 
speakers tend to transfer Korean /t/ or [d], an allophone of Korean 
/t/, for English /~/ because they feel that Korean /t/ and /d/ are the 
closest to English /~/. For word initial English /~/, Koreans may use 
Korean /t/. Thus they wi 11 pronounce /td/ for 11 the... For medial 
English 111, they tend to use Korean /d/. Thus they will pronounce 
/mJ\d;/ for 11 mother. 11 For word final English /~/, Koreans sometimes 
use Korean /d/ and an additional vowel. Thus they will pronounce 
/wxd+; for "with." 
Voiceless and Voiced Alveolar Fricatives 
While /s/ exists in both languages, /z/, the voiced alveolar 
fricative, does not appear in Korean. However, Koreans will not have 
d iff i c u 1 ty in hearing the difference between /s/ and /z/ because /s/ 
is a voiceless sound while /z/ is a voiced. In producing /s/, Korean 
speakers tend to use Korean /s/ for English /s/ which occurs before a 
consonant as in "hi~tory 11 or 11 .?_ky", but they sometimes use Korean 
/s*/, voiceless tense alveolar fricative, before a vowel as in 
"~ing" or "lesson." They will say /s*I'/ for 11 .?_ing." Because 
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/s/ never occurs in word final position in Korean, Korean speakers 
! 
tend to add the vowel ;+;for word final English /s/. Forl example, 
they will pronounce /tres+; for 11 dress. 11 On the other1 hand, in 
producing /z/, Koreans often transfer Korean l:jl for word initial 
Eng 1 ish I z I, and Korean /~I for word media 1 Eng 1 ish /z/ bedause they 
feel that Korean !~J! and /dj/ are the closest to word initial and 
medial /z/ respectively. Thus they will pronounce /:fu/ for 11~00 11 , 
and /mjc..-dj:tk/ for 11 mu~ic. 11 For word final English /z/, Koreans tend 
to add the vowel ;+;;for example, they will say /s*at~+; for 
11 Size. 11 
Voiceless and Voiced Palata-Alveolar Fricatives 
!J I , v o i c e 1 e s s p a 1 at o- a 1 v eo l a r f r i c at i v e o c c u r s i n bot h 
1 angu ages. In Korean, cJL an allophone of Korean /s/, occurs only 
before I'( I as in 0Yp=t*qJ (be) easy, or before /Lf/ as in Cjiii: J 
readily whereas in English ;Jj occurs initially as in 11~hDW 11 , 
medially as in 11 fishing 11 , and finally as in 11 Cash. 11 Korean 
speakers are expected to have problems in discriminating the 
difference between English /s/ and ff! because in English, /s/ and !JI 
are separate phonemes whereas in Korean, [J] is an allophone of /s/. 
As a consequence, English !J! as in 11 Shock 11 initially, 11 ma~es 11 
medially, and 11 SWi~11 finally will be confused respectively with 
English /s/ as in ~~~ock 11 initially, 11 ma~es 11 medially, and 
11 SWiSS 11 finally. In Korean speakers I pronunciation, there is a 
tendency to pronounce English !J!with an added vowel F(l or /'1/. For 
example, they pronounce ljy:rp/ for ship, /mo·;,;jran/ for motion, and 
/w<.~Jr! for wash because of the fact that in Korean ~J! occurs only 
before /Y/ or /y/. 
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On the other hand, I.JI, voiced palata-alveolar fricative, does 
not exist in Korean. In English, IJI does not appear at the beginning 
of words. It occurs medially as in 11 Vi~ion, 11 or finally as in 
11 Camoufla.9!_. 11 Because of the absence of this sound in Korean, 
Korean speakers are predicted to have problems in hearing and 
producing the sound. Because English ljl and /z/ do not appear in 
Korean, and because the distinction between IJI and lcljl does not 
exist in Korean, Korean speakers are predicted to have great prob 1 ems 
in discriminating between IJI and /z/, or between /z/ and /~j/· For 
example, they will have great difficulty in discriminating between ~/ 
as in rouge and /z/ as in ~' between /j/ as in lesion and 
fdjl as in legion. Because Korean speakers feel that Korean I?JI, 
an allophone of Korean /~f/, as in /kQdj:r./ branch is the closest to 
English IJI, they tend to transfer Korean /dj/for English (31 in their 
pronunciation. Thus they will mispronounce /me5;H for measure. 
For word final IJI, they tend to add a vowel. For example, they wi 11 
pronounce /bex~3/ for beige. 
Voiceless and Voiced Alveo-Palatal Affricates 
Although /~·/, voiceless alveo-palatal affricate exists in both 
1 anguages, it occurs differently in Korean and English. For example, 
in Korean /tS/ occurs only initially as in I:J"q~"lJ{ frequently, 
whereas in English it occurs initially as in 11 Chair 11 , medially as in 
11 bachelor 11 , and finally as in 11 Watch. 11 In producing this sound, 
Korean speakers tend to transfer Korean /~h/ for English !:f! because 
of the tendency to transfer strongly aspirated Korean obstruents for 
voiceless English obstruents (Chu, 1979). As a result, they will 
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pronounce ltJh4:rldl for child, lthitfhdl for teacher, lsphi~j'h:tl 
for speech, and so on. 
ldJI, voiced alveo-palatal affricate, can be found in both 
languages. In Korean,[~], an allophone of Korean ltJI, occurs only 
between voiced sounds as in lpq~:r.l trousers and lkam~3ql potato, 
whereas in English it occurs initially as in 11_j_ust 11 , medially as in 
11 mana_g_er 11 , and finally as in 11 page. 11 Because this sound patterns 
differently in both languages, Korean speakers will find it hard to 
discriminate the sound correctly. It seems to be very difficult for 
Korean speakers to differentiate between lcljl as in ledger and lzl 
as in leisure and between I~JI as in G and lzl as in I because 
Korean does not have either the ldjl vs. IJI or 1~1 vs. lzl 
distinction. In producing this sound, Koreans tend to transfer Korean 
ltJI for word initial English ld_JI because they feel that Korean 1~f1 
is the closest to word initial English ldJI· For example, they will 
pronounce ltj:J:tl for joy. For medial English ldJI, Korean speakers 
are not ex p e c ted to h ave pro b 1 ems be c au s e Korean h as [ 5 J , an 
allophone of Korean ltJI, which occurs between voiced sounds. For 
word final English ldjl, Korean speakers tend to add a vowel after the 
final 1~1. For example, they will pronounce lbei~Jll for beige. 
11 I and lrl 
Both /1 I and lrl can be found in both languages. In Korean, 111 
occurs in word final position as in ltqll moon, or between vowel and 
consonant as in lnqlgEI wing whereas [r], an allophone of Korean 
Ill, occurs only between vowels as in fu-rJ:] we. [r] never occurs in 
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word initial position, whereas in English both /1/ and /r/ occur 
initially, medially, or finally. Since both /1/ and /r/ never occur 
in word initial position, Korean speakers are expected to have 
problems in discriminating between "_leap" and ".!:_eap", "_load" and 
".!:_oad", and so on when they hear or pronounce these two sounds. 
/h/ 
This sound occurs in both languages. Since this sound has the 
same phonetic value in both languages and occurs in English syllables 
in the same places as it does in Korean syllables, Korean speakers are 
predicted not to have any problems in hearing and pronouncing the 
sound. 
/w/ and /j/ 
Both /w/ and /j/ exist in both languages. Since these two sounds 
have a similar phonetic value in both languages, Korean speakers are 
expected not to have problems in hearing and pronouncing them. 
However, in pronouncing the English sequence /wv/ as in "woman", 
Korean speakers tend to transfer /u/ for /Wtr/ because Korean does not 
have the English sequence /W7.1'/ (Chu, 1979). Thus they will pronounce 
Iuman/ for "woman • 11 In pronouncing the English sequence /j:r/ as in 
"yeast", Korean speakers are expected to transfer /i/ for /jl./ 
because Korean does not have the English sequence /ji./ (Chu, 1979). 
As a result, they will have difficulty in pronouncing the difference 
between /jl/ as in "yeast" and /i/ as in "east." They are also 
expected to have difficulty in hearing the difference between /jJ./ as 
in "year" and /I/ as in "ear." 
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/i I and II/ 
Korean/'.!/, as in /k:tl/ road, may be said to have a phonetic 
value similar to the English f-:r./ as in "dj_p." Korean, however, may 
use length contrastively as in /rl/ day vs. II:l/ work. But as 
Chu (1979) states: 
the contrast between the short and long /i/ is lost in some 
d i a 1 ects of Korean and is fast disappearing in most dialects 
of Korean. Korean learners, in whose dialects of Korean the 
contrast between the long and short /i/ is lost, find it 
difficult to hear the difference between the two varieties 
of /i/ in English (p. 16). 
As a result, Korean speakers are predicted to have difficulty in 
discriminating between English /i/ as in "eat" and English /~/ as in 
"it." In their hearing and pronunciation, Korean speakers will 
confuse each with itch, beat with bit, steel with still, 
and so on. 
/u/ and /VI 
' 
Korean lv/as in /p7rl/ fine may be said to have a phonetic value 
similar to English /v/as in "p~ll". According to Chu (1979), 
like the distinction between the long and short /i/, the 
distinction between the long and short /u/ is lost in most 
dialects of Korean. As a result, Korean learners often have 
d.i ff i c u 1 ty in hearing the difference between the short and 
long /u/ in English (p. 17). 
Korean speakers are also predicted to have difficulty in 
discriminating the difference between fool and full, cooed and 
could, and pool and pull in their pronunciation. 
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IE! and !?d 
/£/,mid front unrounded lax vowel, exists in both languages 
whereas/~, low front unrounded tense vowel, does not exist in 
Korean. Although Korean speakers are expected not to have p~oblems in 
producing IE!, they are expected to have difficulty in pronouncing 
f';Jef. In producing he!, Koreans tend to transfer KoreAn /E./ for 
English /q(/. Thus, they will pronounce /ph.en/ for 11 p~n 11 , 1then/ for 
11 tan 11 and so on. Because the distinction between IE! and j:K.f does 
not exist in Korean, Korean speakers are expected to have difficulty 
in discriminating the difference between pen and pan, ten and 
tan, ~ and ~' and so on. 
/e/ 
This sound exists in both languages. Since the phonetic value 
between Korean /e/ as in /te/ place and English /e/ as in 11~ge 11 is 
considered to be similar, Korean speakers are expected not to have a 
problem in discriminating this sound. 
/of and /J/ 
/of, mid back rounded tense vowel, exists in both languages 
whereas /0/, low back rounded tense vowel, does not exist in Korean. 
Because the phonetic values of Korean /o/ and English /o/ are 
considered to be similar, Korean speakers are expected not to have 
difficulty in producing this sound. On the other hand, in producing 
/:J/, Koreans will tend to transfer Korean /o/ for English/?/. Thus 
they will pronounce /khol/ for 11 C~ll 11 , /khot/ for 11 Caught 11 and so 
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on. In hearing /o/ and/~/, since Korean does not have the /o/ and /J/ 
distinction, Koreans will have difficulty in discrimi~ating the 
difference between boat and bought, ball and bowl, and so on. 1 
/Q/ 
This sound can be found in both languages. Since the phonetic 
v a 1 u e b e t w e e n K o r e an I 0. I a s i n lei g r. I b a b y and Eng 1 i s h J O./ as in 
11 f_!ther 11 is considered to be similar, Korean speakers are expected 
not to have difficulty in discriminating this sound. 
ld! and //\/ 
In Korean, Ia/ occurs before [+length] as in /ka:r.I/street and 
/;'\/occurs before [-length] as in [kArr.J distance. In English, tal, 
known as the most common unstressed vowel, occurs initially as in 
I 
11 _!bove 11 , medially as in 11 b_!nana 11 , and finally as in 11 dram~11 , and 
I A I o c c u r s i n i t i a 1 1 y a s i n 11 ~P 11 an d m e d i a 1 1 y a s i n 11 1 o v e • 11 
However, Korean speakers are expected not to have great problems in 
discriminating these sounds because the phonetic values between Korean 
I'd! and English /a/, Korean 11\1 and English /.A/ are considered to be 
similar. 
CHAPTER V 
OTHER PROBLEMS STEMMING FROM THE NATURE OF 
THE KOREAN LANGUAGE ITSELF 
Consonant Clusters 
Many consonant clusters are found in English in word initial 
position, as in 11 Strike, 11 or in word final position, as in 
11 Stumped," whereas in Korean no word initial or final consonant 
clusters are observed. In Korean, only medial consonant clusters are 
found as in /ko:mbo/ a pockmarked person, fv:lbo/ crybaby, 
/mqlgv·p=/ a horse•s hoof, and so on. As a result, Korean speakers 
are predicted to have problems in pronouncing word initial or final 
consonant clusters in English. When Korean speakers pronounce word 
initial or final consonant clusters in English, they tend to use an 
additional vowel, especially Korean 1+1, between consonants in 
clusters. • • For example, they will pronounce /s+th+ro'/ for strong, 
/kh+raxm/ for crime, /phfs+t+/ for fast, /m~lk+/ for milk, and 
so on. Because the Korean syllable takes the following four forms- V 
as in /'I./ 1 ouse; VC as in /C\I/ ~; CV as in /nq/ l; and, eve as 
in /tql/ moon - Chu (1979) says 
Korean learners often restructure the English consonant 
clusters in such a way as to make them to confirm the 
standard Korean syllable structure by using the least 
salient Korean vowel (p. 119). 
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Influence of the Rules for Assimilation in Korean 
According to one of the rules for assimilation in Korean, /n/ 
becomes /1 I when it is followed immediately by an /1/. For example, 
in Korean, In/ as in ltjht):n#lt/ a long distance becomes /1/ as in 
[tJha: 111]. Korean speakers tend to transfer this rule to English. 
Thus they wi 11 pronounce /metll:r/ for mainly, /lo'lfllt/ for lonely, 
and so on. Korean speakers are even observed to transfer this rule to 
the English /n/ + /r/ sequence (Chu, 1979). Thus they will pronounce 
/hEll:t/ for Henry. According to another rule for assimilation in 
Korean, /p/ becomes /m/ when it is followed immediately by /m/ or /n/. 
For example, /p/ as in /pqp#mAk=t*a/ to eat boiled rice becomes /m/ 
as in [pC\mmAt=t*aJ. Because of the influence of this rule, Korean 
speakers are expected to pronounce /Ikwrmmant/ for equipment. 
Another rule in Korean says that /t/ becomes /n/ when it is followed 
immediately by /m/ or /n/. For example, /t/ before /n/ as in 
/pqt#n+ndq/ receive becomes /n/ as in [pC\nn+ndq], or /t/ before /m/ 
as in /m(;\t#mjan+ri/ the eldest daughter-in-law becomes /n/ as in 
[manmjan+r:t]. Because of the influence of this rule, Korean speakers 
wi 11 pronounce /swinmit/ for sweetmeat, /hi h'In m-.;./ for He hit 
me, and so on. In Korean, /k/ becomes /~/when it is followed 
immediately by /m/ or /n/. For example, /k/ before /m/ ~ in 
/k·zrk#mvl/ soup becomes /~/as in [kV:~mVlJ, or /k/ before /n/ as in 
/mAk#n+ndq/ to eat becomes /~/ as in [mA.1n+ndq]. Because Korean 
speakers tend to transfer this rule to English, they will pronounce 
/kJ:~mc:rx/ for kick Mary, or /teJ mx h07J111/ for take me home, and so 
on. 
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There is another rule in Korean in which /1/ becomes /n/ when it 
i 
I 
immediately follows either /m/ or/~/. For example, /1/ after /m/ as 
in /kqm#lo/ nectar becomes /n/ as in [kqmno]. Because of the 
I 
influence of this rule, Korean speakers will pronounce /he,mn:tt/ for 
hamlet. /1/ after I!JI as in /~t~'#ljak=/ gravity becomes /n/ as 
in C:Jo~~njak=J. Because of the influence of this rule, Korean 
speakers will pronounce /ki~ni/ for kingly, /lo~ nAn/ for .1.2.!!.9. 
run, and so on. 
Influence of /n/ Insertion Rule in Korean 
In Korean, /n/ is often inserted between two words if the first 
word ends in /p/, /t/, /k/, /m/, /n/, or/~/ and if the second word 
begins with /1/ or /j/. For example, !:Jt'\n#l:l/ small matters 
becomes [tJo.n n.x: 1 J because /n/ is inserted between /n/ and /I/, 
/nG\m#j{)/ man and woman becomes [nam nja] because /n/ is· inserted 
between /m/ and lj I, and /sc.~#jvk/ raw meat becomes /s~,njv-1</ 
because /n/ is inserted between 1,~1 and lj!. Korean speakers tend to 
transfer this rule to English by pronouncing /khim nj'v,...ke>n/ for keep 
your gun, /kh:t~ njv~ tog/ for kick your dog, and so on. 
CHAPTER VI 
AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TEST 
To discover how Koreans actually perceive problem sounds 
! 
predicted by the contrastive analysis presented so far, I have 
conducted an auditory discrimination test. The purpose of the 
auditory discrimination test is to measure objectively whether Korean 




Twenty-one native speakers of Korean were used as subjects for 
the auditory discrimination test. There were twelve male Korean 
graduate students, who were enrolled at Oklahoma State University, and 
nine female Koreans, who were spouses of Korean students. They all 
have studied English for over ten years since junior high school in 
Korea and have lived in America for one or two years. 
Materials 
The test content was based on a contrastive analysis of the 
phonemes of Korean and English since not all phonemic contrasts in 
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English needed to be tested. The phonemic contrasts predicted by 
i 
contrastive analysis to be difficult for Koreans to discriminate were 
selected. 
In selecting phonemic contrasts in English vowels, I tried to 
select vowels which have similar phonetic values, e.g., 'front vs. 
front vowels, front vs. central vowels, central vs. back vowels, back 
v s • back vowels, high vs. mid vowels, mid vowels vs. low vo,wel s but, 
I 
I 
in some cases, front vs. back vowels or high vs. low vowels. In most 
of the cases, Koreans were expected not to have great problems in 
discriminating the phonemic contrasts between vowels which had 
different phonetic values, e.g., front vs. back vowels or high vs. low 
I 
In selecting phonemic contrasts in consonants, I have also 
selected consonants which had similar phonetic values. 
For example, since Korean voiced obstruents never occur in 
syllable final position, Koreans were expected to have difficulty in 
discriminating the phonemic contrasts between voiceless obstruents and 
voiced obstruents, especially in word final position. Thus, I have 
selected minimal sentences in which the phonemic contrasts between 
voiceless and voiced obstruents appear in word final position. The 
test includes forty-six questions, which are presented through the 
test tape to the examinees, and each question contains three sentences 
in which a single distinction in sound affects the meaning, e.g., one 
sentence is different from the other two sentences because of a_f!!_~~-
I 
i~-~--~-i~g] __ ~ phoneme_. One female American graduate student, who has 
taken a phonetics course, majoring in Teaching English asIa Second 
Language at Oklahoma State University has recorded the test tape using 
a cassette tape recorder. Samples of the auditory discrimination 
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test are included in the appendix. Phonemic contrasts and '\sentences 
were not written out on the examinees' answer sheet. In designing the 
test, I have chosen most of the sentences from Nilsen (1973). I 
Procedures 
The testees were asked to listen to the test tape presented 
through the cassette tape recorder and to identify one sente?ce which 
was different from the other two sentences because of a change in a 
single phoneme. The examinees made a mark on the answer sheet, thus 
making the scoring completely objective. As I stated earlier, 
sentences were not written out on the examinees' answer sheet since 
the purpose of the test was to measure whether the examinees could 
discriminate between the phonemic contrasts in English. The testees 
were all owed to leave their answer sheets unmarked if they could not 
discriminate the phonemic contrasts in question, althouigh every 
q u e s t i o n h ad t h e p h o n em i c c o n t r as t s • T he B u r e a u of Tests and 
Measurements at Oklahoma State University scored and analyzed the 
test. My analysis of the testees• errors was based on this computer 
assisted test scoring and analysis service. 
Results 
Based on the errors made by the subjects in the auditory 
discrimination test, I made a hierarchy of phonemic contrasts 
difficult for Koreans to discriminate. I have then tried to 
categorize and explain the difficulties. Following are 
classifications and explanations of the major difficult phonemic 
contrasts. 
Discrimination of Voiced Stops from 
Voiceless Stops 
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According to contrastive analysis, voiceless stops, lpl, ltl, and 
lkl and voiced stops, lbl, ldl, and lgl exist in both languages. 
Since voiced stops do not occur in word final position in Korean, 
Koreans were expected to have difficulty in hearing word final voiced 
stops. As expected, the subjects did not discriminate successfully 
voiced stops from voiceless stops in word final position. Nineteen 
out of 21 subjects failed to discriminate lgl as in 11 Snag 11 form lkl as 
in 11 snack. 11 Sixteen out of 21 subjects did not discriminate lbl as in 
11 lab 11 from lpl as in 11 lap. 11 But, in the case of word final ldl, only 
8 out of 21 subjects failed to discriminate ldl as in 11 Card 11 from ltl 
as in 11 cart. 11 In this case, most of the subjects seemed to 
discriminate successfully the word final ldl because they could hear 
the full release of ltl as in 11 Cart. 11 
Discrimination of lfl From lpl and 
lvl From lbl 
Both lfl, voiceless labio-dental fricative, and lvl voiced 
labio-dental fricative, do not exist in Korean. Korean speakers were 
predicted to confuse lfl with lpl and lvl with lbl when they listen to 
these sounds because of the absence of an lfl vs. lpl and lvl vs. lbl 
distinction in Korean. As predicted, the subjects showed difficulty 
in discriminating lfl from lpl and lvl from lbl. Seventeen out of 21 
subjects failed to discriminate lfl as in 11 cuff 11 from lpl as in 11 cup. 11 
Fifteen out of 21 subjects did not discriminate lvl as in 11 Vase 11 from 
I b I as i n .. bas e • 11 
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Discrimination of Iii From /tV 
'"' 
Most of the subjects (17 out of 21) did not hear the difference 
between /t/ as in "punting" and !tf! as in "punching." The subjects 
seemed to have difficulty in discriminating /t/ from ltj/ in word 
medial position since both /t/ and !tf! occur only in word initial 
position in Korean. 
Discrimination of /~/ From /f/ 
Sixteen out of 21 subjects failed to discriminate !f:J! as in 
"laths" from /f/ as in "laughs" in word medial position. Both /f/, 
voiceless labio-dental fricative, and 161, voiceless dental fricative, 
do not exist in Korean. The subjects seemed to have problems in 
hearing the difference between ;e; and /f/ because both sounds share 
some similar phonetic values; both sounds are voiceless fricatives, 
and they are articulated using the upper front teeth. 
Discrimination of (}/and /z/ From /dj/ 
Both IJI, voiced pal ato-al veal ar fricative, and /z/, voiced 
I 
alveolar fricative, do not exist in Korean, whereas I?JI occurs in 
Korean. Accordingly, Korean speakers were expected to have difficulty 
in discriminating 131 and /z/ from lcijl· Twelve out of 21 subjects 
fa i 1 ed to discriminate /z/ as in "rouge" from lcljl as in 11 ruse." Six 
out of 21 subjects did not hear the difference between /z/ as in 
nzealous" and ld::/ as in "jealous." 
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Discrimination of ;a; From /d/ 
Eleven out of 21 subjects failed to discriminate ]FJ/ as in 
'I 
11 loathes 11 from /d/ as in 11 loads. 11 According to contrastive analysis, 
/~/,voiced dental fricative, does not exist in Korean whereas /d/ 
occurs in Korean. Korean speakers were expected to have difficulty. 
Discrimination of /b/ From /d/ 
Both /b/ and /d/ exist in Korean. Since they do not occur in 
word final position, Koreans were expected to have difficulty in 
discriminating /b/ from /d/ in word final position. As expected, 10 
out of 21 subjects failed to discriminate the difference between /b/ 
as in .. b i b 11 and I d I as in .. b i d • 11 
Discrimination of ;f; From /s/ 
<J 
Ten out of 21 subjects had difficulty hearing the difference 
between !J! as in 11 Clashes 11 and /s/ as in 11 Classes ... Koreans were 
expected to have problems in discriminating the difference, between 
English !J! and /s/ because in English !J! and /s/ are separate 
phonemes whereas in Korean, ljl, voiceless palata-alveolar fricative, 
occurs only before !Y! or /Y/. 
Discrimination of Nasals 
According to contrastive analysis, Korean speakers were lxpected 
not to have any problem at all in hearing English nasals. Since 
nasals, /m/, In/, and It:]! have the same phonetic values' in both 
1 anguages and occur in English syllables in the same places, as they 
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did in Korean syllables. But on the auditory discrimination test 10 
out of 21 subjects turned out to have difficulty in discrimin'ating the 
difference between /n/ as in 11 kin 11 and /~/as in 11 king 11 in word final 
position, and 5 out of 21 subjects did not discriminate /m/ as in 
11 swimming 11 from /~/ as in 11 SWinging 11 in word medial positibn. This 
phenomenon is one of the unexpected results. 
Discrimination of /~/ From /s/ and ;fj 
:..; 
Both /s/ and !J!, an allophone of /s/, exist in Korean, whereas 
;e; does not. Korean speakers were predicted to have problems in 
discriminating 101 from /sfand lji since /s/ and !JI more closely 
approximate If/! than do any other Korean sounds. As predicted, 9 out 
of 21 subjects failed to discriminate /~/ as in 11 though 11 from /s/ as 
in 11 sought 11 and ;(1; as in 11 lathing 11 from jl as in 11 lashing ... 
Discrimination of /f/ From /v/ 
Seven out of 21 subjects did not hear the difference between /f I 
as in 11 grief 11 and /v/ as in 11 grieve. 11 Both /f/, voiceless 
labio-dental fricative, and /v/, voiced labio-dental fricativ~, do not 
exist in Korean • Bee a use of the absence of these sounds in korean, 
I 
Koreans were expected to have problems in hearing the difference. 
Since voiceless and voices fricatives never occur in word final 
position in Korean, Koreans were expected to have difficulty in 
discriminating /f/ from /v/, especially in word final position., 
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Discrimination of /z/ From /s/ 
According to contrastive analysis, /s/ exists in both languages 
whereas /z/, voiced alveolar fricative, does not appear in Korean. 
However, Koreans were expected not to have difficulty in he~ring the 
difference between /s and /z/ because /s/ is a voiceless sound while 
/z/ is voiced. But some subjects (7 out of 21) showed problems in 
discriminating /z/ as in "faze" from /s/ as in "face" in wbrd final 
pas it ion. On the whole, Koreans had problems in discriminating the 
difference between voiceless and voiced fricatives in word final 
position since voiceless and voiced fricatives never occur in word 
final position in Korean. 
Discrimination of /1/ From /r/ 
Since both /1/ and /r/ never occur in word initial po~ition in 
Korean, Koreans were predicted to have difficulty in hearing the 
i 
difference between /1/ and /r/ in word initial position. But on the ' 
test, only a few subjects (5 out of 21) failed to discrimina,e /1/ as 
in 11 load 11 from /r/ as in 11 road. 11 
Discrimination of /~/ from /Q/ 
I:JI and /{A/ phonemic contrasts turned out to be one of the most 
difficult phonemic contrasts for Koreans to discriminate. 'Nineteen 
out of 21 subjects did not hear the difference between 191 as in 
11 Stalks 11 and /0./ as in 11 Stocks. 11 According to contrastive analysis, 
! 
/Q/ exists in both languages while /o/, low back rounded tense vowel, 
does not exist in Korean. The subjects seemed to have a problem in 
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discriminating /'j/ from /0./ since they shared some similar. phonetic 
values; both sounds are low back vowels. 
I. 
Discrimination of /If From IE/ 
Both /I./ and /E./ exist in Korean. Since these sounds have the 
same phonetic values in both languages, Koreans were predicted not to 
have any problem in hearing the difference between /II and IE/. But 
surprisingly, most of the subjects (17 out of 21) failed to 
discriminate /:t/as in "pin" from IE/ as in "pen." Since many people 
in the southern part of the United States do not discriminate the 
difference between /I./and /f./ in their pronunciation, the girl who 
recorded the test tape failed to discriminate the difference between 
/-:!./ and /e/. This turned out to be the reason that most of the 
subjects failed to differentiate between /I/ and IE/. 
Discrimination of /~ From IE/ and /J/ From /O/ 
According to contrastive analysis, IE:./ and /0/ exist in both 
languages whereas/~, low front unrounded tense vowel, and /!J/, low 
back rounded tense vowel, do not exist in Korean. Korean speakers 
were expected to have difficulty in discriminating /-1€/ from IE! and 
/:JI from /0/ since the distinction between /3e/ and IE./ , and /:.J/ and 
/0/ does not exist in Korean. As predicted, 15 out of 21 subjects did 
not discriminate /7'C/ as in "past" from IE.! as in "pest." Ten out of 
21 subjects failed to discriminate /'J/ as in "call" from /o/ as in 
"co a 1." 
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Discrimination of /i/ From /X/ and /u/ from h// 
Since the contrasts between /i I and /1./, and /u/ and /l.t,../ are lost 
in most dialects of Korean, Korean learners were expectep to have 
difficulty in hearing the difference between /i/ and/".£./, and /u/ and 
/tr/. As expected, 12 out of 21 subjects failed to discriminate /i/ as 
in 11 feel 11 from /I/ as in 11 fill, 11 whereas 9 out of 21 subjects did not 
discriminate /u/ as in 11 pooling 11 from Mas in 11 pulling ... 
Discrimination of ~jl/ From /i/ 
Six out of 21 subjects failed to discriminate /j"I./ as in nyeast 11 
from /i/ as in 11 east. 11 Since the English /ji/ sequence does not exist 
in Korean, Korean speakers were expected to confuse /jl./ with /i/ in 
hearing these sounds. 
CHAPTER VII 
PRONUNCIATION TEST 
I have designed a pronunciation test to determine how Koreans 
produce English sounds which do not appear in Korean and whether they 
transfer rules for assimilation or /n/ insertion in Korean to English 




The test has been administered to the same group of subjects who 
were used as subjects for the auditory discrimination test. 
Materials 
The pronunciation test includes 100 sentences. In selecting 
I 
sentences which include a consonant being tested, I have chosen 
sentences in which the consonant in question occurs in every position, 
e.g., in word initial, medial, or final position, because Korieans are 
expected to have problems in producing some English sou'nds in a 
particular environment even though the sound occurs both in Kqrean and 
English. For example, in Korean, [b], an allophone of Kor'ean /p/, 
occurs only between voiced sounds; thus Koreans are expected to have 
I 
difficulty in producing word initial or final English /b/. Korean 
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speakers are expected to transfer Korean /p/ for word initi~l English 
i 
/b/, or Korean /p=/ for word final English /b/. In selecting 
sentences which include a vowel being tested, I have chosen !sentences 
in which a word including the vowel can be replaced by another minimal 
i 
word; thus, if the testees mispronounce the vowel being te$ted in a 
! 
sentence, English speakers will be confused. Sample~ of the 
pronunciation test are included in the appendix. The sound being 
tested was not signaled in each sentence. In designing the test, I 
have chosen most of the sentences from Nilsen (1973) and Chu (1979). 
Procedures 
When conducting the test, I asked the examinees to read the 
sentences aloud as naturally as possible and recorded their 
pronunciation. As I stated earlier, in designing and conducting the 
test, I have tried to avoid signaling the sound being tested because 
the examinees can produce a sound correctly if they concentrate on it. 
And in order to get an accurate measure of how the testees normally 
express themselves in English, I have not let them know the specific 
pronunciation point being tested in each sentence. Three female 
American graduate students of Oklahoma State University have 
participated in evaluating the testees• pronunciation. The two 
majoring in Teaching English and a Second Language have taken a 
phonetics course; the other is a graduate student majoring in Health 
I 
and Physical Education Leisure Science. I have asked them to evaluate 
only one sound being tested per sentence. The graders have checked 





sound being tested correctly, and they have checked the 1incorrect 
column if the examinees produce the sound in question incorrectly; 
they then recorded the sound they heard. I have asked the Bureau of 
Tests and Measurements at Oklahoma State University to an 1alyze the 
grading results by the three graders. My analysis of the testees• 
pronunciation errors were based on the computer assisted test scoring 
and analysis service. 
Results 
I did not make a hierarchy of difficult sounds for Korean 
speakers to produce in analyzing the subjects• pronunciation errors. 
As I stated earlier, three female Americans participated in evaluating 
the testees• pronunciation presented through the tape. Since,, in some 
cases, the _ _!_~-~~-~-gTaders• evaluation. of the subjects• pronunciation 
was totally diff_~~ent from one-another whereas, in some cases, they 
-·- ' ~--·~'- ~ --~·-~~~"·~- ~ ~--~'~ ~-~ ~ - ' 
showed the same evaluation, it was difficult for me to make a 
hierarchy of sounds difficult for Koreans to produce. 
For example, all of the graders evaluated all subjects as 
producing IE.! as in 11 Send 11 correctly. On the other hand, in the 
pronunciation of /u/, one grader reported that all subjects produced 
/u/ as in 11 fool 11 correctly, but two other graders heard only 4 or 5 
out of 21 subjects to pronounce the sound correctly, saying that 16 or 
17 subjects mispronounced N! for /u/. So I have simply tried to 
classify and explain errors found in the subjects• pronunciation. In 
the appendix, I present a table of the three graders• evaluations. 
Following is a classification and explanation of major pronunciation 
errors made by the subjects. 
·so 
Problem Sounds 
Confusion Between /I/ and /i/, and/~/ and /u/ 
Korean speakers were predicted to have difficulty in 
I 
discriminating between /'I./ and /i/, and !vi and /u/ because of the 
loss of distinction between these sounds in most dialects: of Korea 
I 
today. As predicted, the subjects were confused between /1:./ and /i/, 
! 
and lVI and /u/ in their actual pronunciation. Although Korean /I/ 
has a phonetic value similar to English II/, most of the subjects 
failed to pronounce English/!./ as in 11 Slip 11 whereas most pronounced 
English /i/ as in 11 neat 11 correctly. But, on the contrary, in the case 
of !tr/ and /u/, most of the subjects did not produce English /u/ as in 
11 fool , .. but successfully pronounced 11r1 as in 11 pull ing. 11 
Unvoicing of Voiced Stops in Word Final Position 
According to contrastive analysis, Koreans were expected to have 
problems in producing voiced stops in word final position because 
I 
voiced stops do not occur in word final position in Korean~ Korean 
speakers were predicted to pronounce word final voiced stops without 
I 
voicing because Korean has unreleased voiceless stops /p/, /t/, /k/ in 
word final position. 
i 
The analysis turned out to be the c~se. The 
subjects substituted /p=/ for /b/ as in 11 lab, 11 /t=/ for /d/ as in 
11 bid, 11 and /k=/ for /g/ as in 11 bag. 11 
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Confusion Between /1/ and /r/ 
Korean speakers were expected to have diffic'ulty in 
discriminating between /1/ and /r/ because they occur differently in 
Korean and English. For example, both /1/ and /r/ never occur in word 
initial position. As expected, the subjects substituted /1/ for /r/, 
or vice versa. The subjects showed that they had more difficulty in 
pronouncing /r/ than /1/ in word"initial or medial position. For word 
final /1/ and /r/, most of the subjects gave the correct 
pronunciation. On the whole, /r/ appeared to be a more difficult 
sound for Koreans to pronounce than /1/. 
IE/ For /~ 
The subjects substituted lEI for /}f./. This phenomenon was 
predicted through contrastive analysis. Since/~/ does not,exist in 
Korean, whereas /E/ occurs in both languages, Korean speakers were 
expected to have difficulty in pronouncing /at/. 
/of For /;;/ 
Many subjects substituted /o/ for /')/. According to contrastive 
I 
analysis, /!J/ does not exist in Korean whereas /o/ occurs in both 
1 anguages. Korean speakers were expected to transfer /o~ for /J/ 
' 
since /o/ more closely approximates /'J/ than does any other Korean 
sound. 
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/b/ For /v/ 
Since /v/ does not exist in Korean, Koreans were predicted to 
have problems in producing this sound. As predicted, th~ testees 
substituted /b/ for /v/. Although the subjects had problems in 
producing word initial /v/, most of the subjects• pronunciation seemed 
to be acceptable in word medial and final position. 
Is/ For 161 and /d/ For /~/ 
The subjects substituted /s/ for 1t1 and /d/ for /JJ/. Since lUI 
and /~/ do not exist in Korean, Koreans were predicted to transfer /s/ 
for lfJI and /d/ for /~/ since /s/ and /d/ more closely approximate /{J/ 
and 111 respectively than do any other Korean sounds. Substitution of 
/sf for /s/ was obvious in word medial or final position, whereas 
substitution of /d/ for /~/was obvious in word initial position. 
ld3! For /z/ and IJI 
Because of the absence of /z/ and 0/in Korean, Korean 'speakers 
were expected to use /dj/ for /z/ and IJI· Most of the'subjects 
mispronounced I?.!J'-'1 for 11 Z00 11 and /rudj/ for 11 rouge ... 
/i/ For ~ji/ 
Substitution of /i/ for English /j:r./ sequence was observed. In 
pronouncing the English lj'r./ sequence, Korean speakers were 8redicted 
to transfer /i/ for /j!/ because Korean did not have /ji./ sequence. 
I 
As a result, most of the subjects mispronounced /ist/ for 11 yeast. 11 
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/u/ For /wv/ 
Since there was no /wv/ sequence in Korean, Korean speakers were 
expected to use /u/ for the /wV/ sequence. As expected, some: subjects 
substituted /u/ for /wv/. Thus, they mispronounced /Ltman/ for 
11 Woman. 11 
Errors From the Influence of the Rules 
for Assimilation in Korean 
As predicted, the rules for assimilation in Korean influenced 
Korean speakers • production of English sounds. Because of the 
influence of the rule for assimilation in Korean in which /n/ becomes 
/1/ when it is followed immediately by an /1/, the subjects 
mispronounced /oll.:I/ for 11 0nly. 11 Koreans were even observed to 
transfer this rule to the English /n/ + /r/ sequence. Thus the 
subjects mispronounced /h 11 I for 11 Henry. 11 Under the influence of 
the rule in Korean in which /p/ becomes /m/ when it is followed 
~mme-d~ately by /m/ or /n/, some testees mispronounced /dim m;a:tnz/ for 
\ 
/ 11 deep .)mines ... Some subjects mispronounced /..J.7. kl\n m.~:ts(.lf/ for 11 ! 
\ -;r-
c-a~t-..... ~ y s e 1 f , 11 I h i h:t n m1. I for 11 he hi.!.....!!!_ e , 11 because· of the 
influence of the rule in Korean in which(Jtl\becomes /n/ when it is ,, _ _.,..../ 
followed immediately by /m/ or /n/. Under the influence of,the rule 
i 
in which /k/ becomes ljl when it is followed immediately by /m/ or 
In/, some subjects mispronounced /kl~ mc.rr/ for 11 kick Mary ... Many 
s u bj ec ts mi s pronounced /1 o~ nAn I for 11 lonuun, 11 and /h€1Tin.tt/ for ~--
1 
11 Hamlet 11 because of the rule in which /1/ becomes /n/ when it 
immediately follows either /m/ or /~/. 
Errors From the Influence of /n/ Insertion 
Rule in Korean 
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In Korean /n/ is often inserted between two words if the first 
word ends in /p/, /t/, /k/, /m/, In/, or/~/and if the se~ond word 
begins with /j/ or /i/. Under the influence of this rule, some 
subjects mispronounced /khim nj'lt~ for 11 keep your fingers crossed, .. 
/gEn njv-;r,' for 11 get your gun, 11 and /kh:t"~ nj~·q./ for 11 kick your dog. 11 
Sounds With Fewer Problems 
Voiceless Stops 
Most of the subjects did not have difficulty in producing 
voiceless stops, /p/, /t/, /k/. According to contrastive analysis, 
although the phonetic values between English voiceless stops and 
Korean voiceless stops in word initial position are different, Korean 
speakers do not seem to have problems in producing aspirated English 
/p/, /t/, and /k/ in word initial position because of the fact that 
Korean speakers tend to transfer strongly aspirated Korean obstruents 
for voiceless English obstruents. As expected, the subjects were 
reported not to have a problem in producing voiceless stops in word 
initial and medial position. Since voiceless stops are unreleased in 
word final position in Korean, some subjects were observed not to 
release voiceless stops in word final position. Thus three Americans 
reported that they heard /g/ for /k/ as in 11 Snack 11 since the subjects 
did not release word final /k/. 
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/s/ 
Although the subjects did not have any problem in pronouncing /s/ 
: 
in word initial and medial position, they showed difficulty in 
producing syllable final /s/. According to contrastive analysis, 
since /s/ never occurs in word final position in Korean, Kor~ans seem 
to have difficulty in producing word final /s/. The subjects were 
reported to substitute /z/ for /s/ as in 11 lease 11 in their 
pronunciation of syllable final /s/ in this test. The subjects seemed 
to think that the sound at the end of the word, 11 lease 11 was /z/. 
Most of the subjects did not have problems in producing this 
sound. But some subjects substituted /s/ for !J!. According to 
contrastive analysis, Korean speakers were expected to have problems 
in discriminating the difference between English /s/ and !Jl because 
in English, /s/ and !J! are separate phonemes whereas in Korean CjJ is 
an allophone of /s/. cjJ occurs only before IYI or /Lj/ in Korean. 
Because of the absence of /f/ in Korean, Korean speakers were 
I 
predicted to have a problem in producing this sound. They were 
expected to transfer strongly aspirated Korean /ph/ for English /f/ 
because Korean /ph/ was the closest to English /f/. But almost all of 
the subjects produced /f/ correctly in the pronunciation test. They 
seemed to have already overcome any difficulty in producing this 
sound. This phenomenon was one of the unexpected results. 
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According to contrastive analysis, 151 can be found in both 
1 angu ages. In Korean, CdjJ, an allophone of Korean !tJ!, occurs only 
between voiced sounds whereas in English it occurs initially, 
medially, and finally. Because this sound patterns diffe~ently in 
both 1 anguages, Korean speakers were predicted to have problems in 
discriminating the sound. As expected, some subjects had problems in 
producing the sound correctly, substituting /d~/ or /z/ for/~/. 
word final /~/, addition of the vowel /i/ was noted. 
For 
Since the phonetic values between Korean /1\/and English /A/ were 
considered to be similar, Koreans were expected not to have great 
problems in producing this sound. But some subjects were observed to 
substitute /a/ for /A/. 
This sound can be found in both languages. Since the phonetic 
' 
values between Korean jqj and English /0./ are considered to be 
similar, Korean speakers were expected not to have diffi~ulty in 
discriminating this sound. As expected the subjects did not 'have any 
problem in producing /a./as in 11 Spot. 11 But some subjects were reported 
to substitute /o/ for /C\1 as in 11 SOd 11 in the test. The subjects 
seemed to think that the sound being tested was /o/. The spe 1ll ing of 




/e/, IE./, /o/ 
A 11 subjects did not show any problem in producing /e/, ·/'c./, and 
/o/. Korean speakers were predicted not to have any difficulty in 
producing these sounds since they occur in both languages and .have the 
same phonetic values in both languages. As predicted, all,subjects 
pronounced them correctly. 
Nasa 1 s 
Since nasals, /m/, In/, and/~ have the same phonetic values in 
both languages and occur in English syllables in the same places as in 
Korean syllables, Koreans were predicted not to have any problem in 
producing them. As predicted, all subjects were reported to pronounce 
them correctly. 
/h/, /w/ 
According to contrastive analysis, /h/ and /w/ exist in both 
languages. Since these sounds have the same phonetic values in both 
languages and occur in the same places in both languages, Koreans were 
predicted not to have any problems in pronouncing them. As pr,edicted, 
the subjects produced them correctly. 
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A 1 though ~~-/, voiceless alveo-palatal affricate, exists in both 
1 anguages, it occurs differently in Korean and English. In producing 
this sound, Korean speakers were expected to transfer Korean /tjh/ for 
English 11 I because of the tendency to transfer strongly aspirated 
Korean obstruents for voiceless English obstruents. However, the 
subjects did not have any difficulty in producing English It_(!. 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis, my primary purpose was to provide English 
teachers of Korean students with useful information on the problems 
which Koreans might have in discriminating English sounds by pointing 
out difficult sounds for them to hear and pronounce. I predicted 
possible problem sounds in English for Koreans to discriminate by 
analyzing and contrasting the sound systems of Koreans and of English. 
I conducted an auditory discrimination test and a pronunciation test 
to discover how Koreans actually perceive and produce problem sounds 
predicted by contrastive analysis. I then collected and classified 
errors to explain why certain errors were made. This study was only 
an attempt to predict, categorize, and explain a small corpus of 
phonological errors made by Korean students learning Engldsh. It 
i 
should be noted that other Korean students might not have the same 
problems I presented. Since the subjects of the auditory 
discrimination test and the pronunciation test have studied and lived 
in America for one or two years, they might have already mastered some 
of the phonemic contrasts in English which were predict;ed to be 
difficult through contrastive analysis. 
As a result, ESL teachers of Korean students should desi
1
gn their 
own auditory discrimination test and pronunciation test through the 
i 
same procedures I have followed in this study to find out problem 
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sounds for their students to discriminate at a particular stage of 
learning English. 
There are a number of limitations and weaknesses in th1s study. 
First of all, this study was limited to the segmental features of 
Korean and English because I felt that the discrimination of phonemes 
should precede the understanding of suprasegmental features. Although 
this study did not take suprasegmental features such as intonation, 
stress, and tone into account, their importance should be noted. 
Suprasegmentals convey meanings that context alone cannot convey; they 
affect the intelligibility of segmentals; and it is easier to produce 
segmentals accurately with a command of the suprasegmental,s (Hida, 
1977). Secondly, attention was not given to suggestions for dealing 
with problem sounds since my main interest was to find out how Koreans 
perceive and produce sounds predicted by contrastive analysis to be 
problems. However, following are some general suggestions for dealing 
with errors made by students in their aural-oral English language use. 
First, Korean ESL teachers of Korean students should become 
fami 1 i ar with the sound system of English. Koreans seldom have the 
opportunity to learn English from native speakers in Korea. They 
learn English from Korean teachers who may have problems in hearing 
and pronouncing contrasting sounds in English. They need, to know 
exactly how phonemes in English are articulated and have an ability to 
I 
discriminate among the phonemic contrasts in English. It is my belief 
that only when the teachers can hear and pronounce all the phonemic 
contrasts in English, can they correct their students• errors. 
Second, the teachers may overcome their students• aural-oral 
errors by using minimal pairs, minimal sentences, and sometimes 
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practice sentences. Practice sentences are sentences engineered to 
contain as many occurrences of the sounds being taught asl possible 
(Robson, 1979). The following is an example of a/p/lpractice 
sentence: He put a piece of pie at each place. According to Robson 
I 
(1979, p. 21), I 
The idea behind minimal pairs and sentences is to focusthe 
students • attention on the sounds in question. In minjmal 
pairs, the change in meaning of the word or sentence is 
carried entirely on the alternation between the problem 
sound and the sound it is confused with. As the student 
works with these pairs, both listening to them and trying to 
pronounce them, he knows to distinguish the sounds. 
Third, according to Hida (1977), since substituted phones are 
usually very similar in point of articulation to the target phone, the 
students should become familiar with the functions of the teeth, lips, 
tongue, and other articulators. She suggests that well-defined) 
articulatory cues be provided to the students. Profile diagrams andr 
short summaries of how sounds are articulated are a logical solution 
to this problem. Finally, it is very important that phonemic 
contrasts be reinforced and used subsequently in order for a target 
sound to be integrated into the students• language habits and thus be 
retained (Hida, 1977). 
I 
A third weakness comes from the fact that the tests were 
conducted on a small group of Korean students. Since only 21 Koreans 
at Oklahoma State University were available as subject,, it was 
difficult for me to generalize problems that Korean speak~rs might 
have in learning English sounds from errors made by this smalh group. 
Fourthly, optimal conditions did not exist in recording the test 
tape for the auditory discrimination test and the subjects • tapes for 
6-2 
the pronunciation test. Since the subjects• tapes :for the 
pronunciation test were recorded at the subjects• houses, room noise 
distorted portions of the tapes. 
Finally, in designing the tests, I selected minimal sentences 
with no real attention paid to the frequency of occurrence of the 
words. It is suggested that words that are of equal frequency of 
occurrence be used in any future study. 
Although this study was conducted under those limitations and 
weaknesses, it is my hope that this thesis can provide ESL teachers of 
Korean students with helpful information on methods of discovering 
problem sounds for their students to discriminate. 
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AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TEST 
1. /i/ vs. /I/ distinction 
a. Feel this bag. 
b. Fill this bag. 
c. Feel this bag. 
2. /i/ vs. /E/distinction 
a. I fell sick. 
b • I fee 1 s i c k . 
c. I feel sick. 
3. /I/ vs. /e/ distinction 
a. Take the pill with water. 
b. Take the pill with water. 
c. Take the pail with water. 
4. /I/ vs. /f/ distinction 
a. Hand me the pin. 
b. Hand me the pin. 
c. Hand me the pen. 
5. /I/ vs. /~ distinction 
a. Pick up the bags. 
b. Pack up the bags. 
c. Pack up the bags. 
6. /I/ vs. /A/ distinction 
a. They spin around. 
b. They spun around. 
c. They spin around. 
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7. /e/ vs. If:./ distinction 
a. Put it in the shade. 
b. Put it in the shed. 
c. Put it in the shed. 
8. /e/ vs. /rJI!/ distinction 
a. It's just a sma 11 snake. 
b. It's just a small snake. 
c. rt• s just a small snack. 
9. /E./ vs. /~ distinction 
a. She didn't want to talk about the pest. 
b. She didn't want to talk about the past. 
c. She didn't want to talk about the pest. 
10. IE./ vs. IU.I distinction 
a. It was a small debt. 
b. It was a sma 11 dot. 
c. It was a small debt. 
11. /~ vs. /r.V distinction 
a. The room is full of cats. 
b. The room is full of cots. 
c. The room is full of cots. 
12. /A/ vs. /r..V distinction 
a. He gave me a hog. 
b. He gave me a hog. 
c. He gave me a hug. 
13. /A/ vs. lui distinction 
a. He had two bucks. 
b. He had two books. 
c. He had two books. 
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14. /AI vs. /~/ distinction 
a. They were both caught. 
b. The were both caught. 
c. They were both cut. 
15. jqj vs. /o/ distinction 
a. That coat is too small. 
b. That cot is too small. 
c. That coat is too small. 
16. /0../ vs. /::J/ distinction 
a. He paid $100 for the stalks. 
b. He paid $100 for the stocks. 
c. He paid $100 for the stalks. 
17. /7.;-; vs. !U/ distinction 
a. They are pulling it. 
b. They are pooling it. 
c. They are pooling it. 
18. /of vs. !::>/ distinction 
a. How do you spell the word •coal'? 
b. How do you spell the word •coal '? 
c. How do you spell the word •call'? 
19. /j~/ vs. /i/ distinction 
a. Please say • yeast. • 
b. Please say •east. I 
c. Please say •east. • 
20. /m/ vs. 1~)1 distinction 
a. The girl is swimming. 
b. The girl is swinging. 
c. The girl is swimming. 
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21. /p/ vs. /b/ distinction 
a. Put this in your lab. 
b. Put this in your lab. 
c. Put this in your lap. 
22. /p/ vs. /f/ distinction 
a. Turn your cup over. 
b. Turn your cup over. 
c. Turn your cuff over. 
23. /b/ vs. /d/ distinction 
a. His bib was the small est. 
b. His bid was the small est. 
c. His bib was the smallest. 
24. /hw/ vs. /h/ distinction 
a. It is under his wheel. 
b. It is under his heel. 
c. It is under his heel. 
25. /w/ vs. /hw/ distinction 
a. It was an unusu a 1 wine. 
b. It was an unusual whine. 
c. It was an unusual wine. 
26. /f/ vs. /v/ distinction 
a. I do not like to see her grief. 
b. I do not like to see her grief. 
c. I do not 1 ike to see her grieve. 
27. /f/ vs. 1e1 distinction 
a. He seldom 1 aughs. 
b. He seldom 1 aths. 
c. He seldom 1 aughs. 
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28. /v/ vs. /b/ distinction 
a. Use that for the vase. 
b. Use that for the vase. 
c. Use that for the base. 
29. !&! vs. /t/ distinction 
a. He thought about her. 
b. He taught about her. 
c. He taught about her. 
30. 161 vs. !J! distinction 
a. The workers are 1 ash ing the boat. 
b. The workers are lathing the boat. 
c. The workers are lashing the boat. 
31. 161 vs. /s/ distinction 
a. I never thought it. 
b. I never sought it. 
c. I never thought it. 
32. !~/ vs. !f)! distinction 
a. I don•t 1 ike either. 
b. I don•t like either. 
c. I don•t 1 ike ether. 
33. /~/ vs. /d/ distinction 
a. That teacher loathes his students. 
b. That teacher loads his students. 
c. That teacher loads his students. 
34. /~/ vs. /z/ distinction 
a. The baby is teething. 
b. The baby is teething. 
c. The baby is teasing. 
35. In/ vs. 1,~1 distinction 
a. He is our kin. 
b. He is our king. 
c. He is our kin. 
36. /t/ vs. /d/ distinction 
a. They burned the card. 
b. They burned the cart. 
c. They burned the cart. 
37. /t/ vs. !tf! distinction 
a. He is punting the ball. 
b. He is punching the ball. 
c. He is punting the ball. 
38. /1/ vs. /r/ distinction 
a. It is a high load. 
b. It is a high road. 
c. It is a high road. 
39. /s/ vs. (Ji distinction 
a. How many classes have they had? 
b. How many classes have they had? 
c. How many clashes have they had? 
40. /s/ vs. /z/ distinction 
a. They did not face him. 
b. They did not face him. 
c. They did not faze him. 
41. !:f! vs. ij/ distinction 
a. Please match them. 
b. Please mash them. 
c. Please match them. 
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42 0 /~/ vs. /z/ distinction 
a. He is a jealous lover. 
b. He is a zealous lover. 
c. He is a zealous lover. 
43. ldjl vs. !~f! distinction 
a. He was joking. 
b. He was choking. 
c. He was joking. 
44. /~/ vs. ([! distinction 
a. Is that a jeep coming? 
b. Is that a jeep coming? 
c. Is that a sheep coming? 
45. IJI vs 0 lcljl distinction 
a. How do you spell the word, rouge? 
b. How do you spell the word, ruse? 
c. How do you spell the word, ruse? 
46 0 /k/ vs. /g/ distinction 
a. There's a snag in my coat pocket. 
b. There's a snack in my coat pocket. 
c. There's a snag in my coat pocket. 
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HIERARCHY OF DIFFICULT PHONEMIC CONTRASTS FOR KOREANS TO HtAR 
Number of Examinees The Phonemic Contrasts 
With Incorrect Answers Tested 
19 /CV vs. /::>! 
I 
distinction 
word final /k/ vs. /g/ distinction 
17 word medial /t/ vs. I~/ distinction 
word final /p/ vs. I I distinction 
III vs. lEI distinction 
16 word final /p/ vs. /b/ distinction 
word medial /f/ vs. If;/ distinction 
15 word initial /v/ vs. /b/ distinction 
lEI vs. f;Jt<J distinction 
12 /i/ vs. III distinction 
word final !JI vs. ldjl distinction 
11 word medial I~/ vs. /d/ distinction 
10 /of vs. /:J/ distinction 
word medial Is/ vs. Iff distinction 
word fin a 1 In/ vs. (/ distinction 
word final /b/ vs. /~/ distinction 
9 /lT/ vs. /u/ distinction 
word initial f(jf vs. Is/ distinction 
word medial If;/ vs. ~-; distinction 
8 word final /t/ vs. /d/ distinction 
I 
7 word final Is/ vs. /z/ distinction 
word final /t I vs. rl distinction 
word final /f/ vs. fv I distinction 
6 II\/ vs. /11 
/ji/ vs. /i/ 
word initial /~/ vs. /z/ distinction 
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Number of Examinees The Phonemic Contrasts 
With Incorrect Answers Tested 
! 
5 word initial /hw/ vs. /h/ distinction 
word medial /m/ vs. /'J/ dis~inction 
word initial /1/ vs. /r/ dis inction 
III vs. lei distinction 
/e/ vs. IE. I distinction 
3 III vs. I '\I distinction 
2 word initial /w/ vs. /hw/ distinction 
~ vs. 10/ distinction 
/e/ vs. N distinction 
1 word medial !1! vs. Jfr! dist:inction 
word initial 151 vs. !f! distinction 
0 word initial tfr! vs. /t/ dist;inction 
word initial /d3 I vs. !tJ.! distlinction 
/i7 vs. /e/ d i st'inct ion 
lt:J vs. /Q/ d i stli net ion 
/A/ vs. IV/ d i st:i net ion 





1. /i I 





Don 1 t slj_p on the deck. 
/e/ 
Can you taste it? 
He is the only one painting. 
lEI 
Send it carefully. 
Leave your p~t with us 0 
/3el 
He got hurt on the track. 
That m~p is too old. 
6. /A/ 
That 1 s my luck. 
He p~tts golf balls in the cup. 
He was given a n~t. 
Is it d.Q_ne yet? 
7 0 /0./ 
It was sod in the yard. 
It is only a small sp.Q_t. 
8. IJI 
Spe 11 the word, 1 pause. 1 
9. /u/ 
Only a fool horse would do it. 
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10. hrl 
They are p~lling it. 
11. /o/ 
Did you know it? 
12. /p/ 
a. initial: He is going to the E_ike. 
b. medial: Can you se_eak English? 
c. final: Why didn•t you sto.E_ there? 
13. /b/ 
a • i n i t i a 1 : I s i t in h i s back ? 
Would you lend me your ~ag? 
b. medial: They were mobbing the store. 
c. final: Put this in your lab. 
14. /t/ 
a. initial: That•s a good learn. 
b. medial: He is an excellent student. 
Have you ever been to Ottawa? 
c. final: rt•s a new mat. 
15. I d/ 
a. initial: Can he E_ump it? 
They have built that dam for two years. 
b. medial: He hides criminals. 
c. final: His bid was the smallest. 
16. /k/ 
a. initial: I think it will be cold. 
b. medial: When does the school begin? 
c. final: There is a snack in my coat pocket. 
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17. lgl 
a. initial: Please wait by the ~ait. 
The policeman arrested the ~angster. 
b. medial: Ji~le the bell. 
c. final: Put it in your ba~. 
18. lml 
a. initial: The party was ~ild. 
b. medial: Remind her too rewind the clock. 
c. final: The dome burned. 
19. In I 
a. initial: Is there any .!!_ews? 
b. medial: He is wi!!_!!ing. 
c. final: Bring me the spoo~. 
20. 1~1 
a. medial: He is a sin~er. 
b. final: He is our kin~. 
21. If I 
a. initial: Did you hear about their flight? 
b. medial: These are cliffs. 
c. final: You could see the strife. 
22. lv I 
a. initial: Did you ~ote yesterday? 
b. medial: Who is her lover? 
c. final: The accident was on the curve. 
23. 1~1 
a. initial: I never thought it. 
b. medial: Happy bir~day to you! 




a. initial: When will they come? 
b. media 1: Is it clothing? 
c. final: Rabbits breathe quickly. 
25. /s/ 
a. initial: There is a sun in the ~ky. 
b. medial: How many cla~es are you taking this summer? 
c. final: They have it on a lease. 
26. /z/ 
a. initial: I will sue the zoo. 
b. medial: They are rai~ing horses. 
c. final: He looked at her eye~. 
27. !tf I 
a. initial: He bumped his ~in. 
b. medial: He is watching it. 
c. final: Please match them. 
28. /dj/ 
a. initial: That•s my _g_in. 
b. medial: There was no mar.9.in. 
c. final: It was a pur.9.e. 
29. !J! 
a. initial: He bumped his ~in. 
b. media 1 : He is washing it. 
c. final: Please mash them. 
30. IJI 
a. medial: What is your division? 
b. final: What kind of rou.9.e does she use? 
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31. /1 I 
a. initial: This isn•t a good lime. 
b. medial: Collect the papers. 
c. final: It was lost in the file. 
32. /r/ 
a. initial: It is a high ~oad. 
b. media 1: It is blue g~ass. 
c. final: It was lost in the fire. 
33. /h/ 
a. initial: Is this the right .!J.eat? 
b. medial: Where is the light.!J.ouse? 
34. /w/ 
a. initial: I am ~orking on it. 
b. medial: Do you like sandwich? 
35. How do you spell the word •yeast?• 
36. Do you know that woman? 
37. I posted the letter o~y yesterday. 
38. Do you know King Henry? 
39. Please don•t kick Mary. 
40. I cut myself. 
41. He hit me. 
42. Have you ever entered deep mines? 
43. When did you finish reading Shakespear•s Hamlet? 
44. In the long run, he will marry her. 
45. Keep your fingers crossed. 
46. Get your gun. 
47. Kick your dog. 
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TABLE OF THE THREE AMERICAN GRADERS' EVALUATION
1
S 
ON THE SUBJECTS' PRONUNCIATION I 
i 
Grader A Grader B Grader c 
! 
Sounds Tested Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect 
' 
/i/; neat 18 3 (/If) 21 0 20 1 ( j"I.f) 
/'I./; slip 6 15 (/i /) 3 18 (/i /) 3 !1.8 (/i /) 
/e/; taste 21 0 21 0 19 2 (/E/) 
painting 21 0 21 0 19 2 (/£/) 
IE./; send 21 0 21 0 21 0 
pet 21 0 21 0 21 I 0 
/'*-/; track 19 2 (/f/) 20 1 (IE/) 12 9 (/E./) 
map 14 7 (/'€./) 21 0 11 9 (/£/)t(/ef) 
/A/; luck 21 0 16 3 <Mf)2(/.?f)17 4 (/;J/) 
putts 11 10 ( ~~-;) 12 9 < h.rf) 10 11 <hi) 
nut 18 3 (/3/) 15 5 (faf)1(f:;f)16 5 (faf) 
done 21 0 21 0 21 0 
/~/; sod 14 7 (/of) 16 5 (/of) 13 6 (/o/)2(/J/) 
spot 21 0 21 0 21 0 
f;Jf; pause 14 7 (!of) 17 3 (/of) 1(/aj )12 9 (!of) 
/u/; fool 5 16 (/lr/) 21 0 4 17 (/<.-/) 
/VI; pulling 21 0 18 3 (/u/) 20 1 (/u/) 
/of; know 21 0 21 0 21 0 
/p/; pike 18 3 (/f /) 18 3 (/f /) 18 3 (/f /) 
speak 21 0 21 0 21 0 
stop 21 0 21 0 21 0 
/b/; back 18 3 (/p/) 20 1 (/p/) 21 0 
bag 19 2 (/p/) 20 1 (/p/) 21 0 
mobbing 20 1 (/p/) 21 0 21 0 
1 ab 8 13 (/p=/) 5 14 (/p=/)2(/b/)17 2 (/p=/)2 (/b/) 
/t/; team 21 0 21 0 G 21 0 t 
student 21 0 21 0 21 0 
Ottawa 20 1 (/d/) 21 0 21 0 
mat 21 0 18 3 (/t=/) 21 0 
/d/; dump 21 0 21 0 21 0 
dam 21 0 21 0 21 0 
hides 20 1 (no/d/) 12 9 ( no/d/) 12 9 ( no/d/) 
bid 12 9 (/t=/) 18 3 (/t=/) 19 1 (/t=/) 1(/2/) 
/k/; cold 21 0 21 0 21 0 
school 21 0 21 0 21 0 
snack 10 11 (/g/) 15 6 (/g/) 19 2 (/g/) 
/g/; gait 21 0 0 21 0 e 21 0 0 
gangster 21 0 21 0 21 to 
jiggle 21 0 21 0 21 0 
bag 8 13 (/k=/) 13 7 (/k=/)1(/g/)15 15 (/k=/) 1 (/g/) 
/m/; mild 21 0 21 0 0 21 0 " 
remind 21 0 21 0 21 0 
dome 21 0 21 0 21 .0 
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Grader A Grader B Grader C 
Sounds Tested Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect 
In/; news 21 0 21 0 21 0 
winning 21 0 21 0 21 0 
spoon 21 0 21 0 21 0 
/~!; singer 21 0 21 0 21 0 
king 21 0 21 0 21 0 
/f/; flight 20 1 (/ph/) 20 1 (/ph/) 20 1 (/ph/) 
cliffs 20 1 (/ph/) 21 0 19 2 (/ph/) 
strife 21 0 21 0 20 1 (/ph/) 
/v /; vote 11 10 (/b/) 13 8 (/b/) 13 8 (/b/) 
lover 15 6 (/b/) 21 0 (/b/) 17 4 (/b/) 
curve 21 0 17 3 (/b/) 21 0 
/fj/; thought 17 4 (/sf) 19 2 (/sf) 17 4 (/sf) 
birthday 6 15 (/sf) 21 0 (/sf) 9 12 (/sf) 
south 11 10 (/sf) 15 6 (/sf) 11 10 (/sf) 
/~I; they 6 15 (/d/) 10 11 (/d/) 9 12 (/d/) 
clothing 16 5 (/d/) 19 2 (/d/) 15 6 (/d/) 
breathe 16 5 (/d/) 16 5 (/d/) 14 6 (/d/)1(/sf) 
Is/; sun, sky 21 0 21 0 21 0 
classes 21 0 21 0 21 0 
lease 8 13 (fzf) 16 5 (/zf) 7 14 (/zf) 
/z/; zoo 1 20 (/d)/) 5 15 (/d3)1(/dz/) 2 17 (/~)2(/dz/) 
raising 18 3 (/~3 /) 21 0 16 4 (/ J/)1(/s/) 
eyes 20 1 (/sf) 19 2 (/s/) 17 4 (/s/) 
!tf !; chin 21 0 21 0 20 1 (ftsf) 
watching 20 1 uJn 20 6 uJn 20 1 (!Jf) match 21 0 21 20 1 usn 
lcjl; gin 17 4 (/dzf) 20 1 (/g/) 12 8 (/d/)1{/g/) 
margin 16 5 (fzf) 21 0 12 9 (/zf) 
purg.e 11 10 (/zf) 9 8 (/z/)4(/dz/)6 14 (/z/)1(/dzf) 
!J!; shin 17 4 (/sf) 16 5 (/sf) 16 5 (/sf) 
washing 15 6 (/sf) 17 4 (/sf) 14 7 (/sf) 
mash 19 2 (/sf) 20 I (/s/J 19 ·2 usn 
ljl; division 14 7 (/d3/) 16 5 (/~/) 11 10 (/dj /) 
rouge 10 11 (/d" /) 10 10 (/~)1(/t./) 5 16 (/d)/) 
/1/; 1 ime 19 2 ( ;?; ) 19 2 (Jrf) 19 2 (/r/) 
collect 20 1 (Jrf) 19 2 (/rf) 19 2 {fr/) 
file 20 1 (/r/) 20 1 (/rf) 20 1 (/rf) 
/r/; road 13 8 (/1 /) 13 8 (/1 /) 13 8 (/1 /) 
grass 13 8 (/1 /) 14 7 (/1 /) 14 7 (/1 /) 
fire 21 0 21 0 21 0 
/h/; heat 21 0 21 0 21 0 
lighthouse 21 0 21 0 21 0 
/w/; working 21 0 21 0 21 0 
sandwich 20 1 (no /w/) 21 0 17 4 (no /w/) 
/j:s:/; yeast 4 17 (/i /) 16 5 (/if) 6 15 (/i /) 
/w?..-/; woman 14 7 (/uf) 20 1 (Juf) 17 4 (/uf) 
/-nl-/; only 6 15 {/-11-/-) 19 2 {/-11-/) 9 12 {/-11-/) 
86 
Grader A Grader B Grader C 
Sounds Tested Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect 
/-nr-/; Henry 8 13 (/-11-/) 13 8 (/-11-/) 8 13 (/-11-/) 
/-km-/; kick Mary 18 3 u-,~m-/) 18 3 U-!)m-/) 18 3 (/~m-/) 
/-tm-/; cut myself 16 5 (/-nm-/) 17 4 (/-nm-/) 17 4 (/-nm-/) 
/-pm-/; deep mines 17 4 (/-mm-/) 16 5 (/-mm-/) 17 4 (/-mm-/) 
/-ml-/; Hamlet 8 13 (/-mn-/) 7 14 (/-mn-/) 7 14 (/-mn-/) 
1-~r-/; long run 17 4 (/-~n-/) 15 6 U-9n-/) 14 7 U-l]n-/) 
/-pj-/; keep your 15 .6 (/-mnj-/) 15 6 (/-mnj-/) 15 6 (/-mnj-/) 
/-tj-/; get your 15 6 (/-nnj-/) 15 6 (/-nnj-/) 15 6 (/-nnj-/) 
/-kj-/; kick your 17 4 ( "?nj-/) 17 4 ( ,L;nj-/) 17 4 (-~nj-/) 
Note: Numbers in the correct and incorrect column refer to the number of 
students with correct or incorrect pronunciation. The sounds in 
parentheses in the incorrect column refer to the sounds which the graders 
heard. 
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